Nature Society (Singapore)
Conservation Committee
Nature Society’s Position on Lentor (Tagore) Forest
A) Introduction: Nature Society’s Position
The Nature Society (NSS) has in the past been conducting birdwatching walks for
members as well as monitoring the birdlife of the forest contiguous to the Teachers’
Estate. We have also gathered wildlife information from residents of the estate.
Putting together our findings and those given in the National Parks’ (NParks) list of
plants as well as Urban Redevelopment Authority’s ( URA) consultant report, we are
of the view that a conscientious ecological approach should be accorded to such an
interesting forest with its rich biodiversity, harbouring many globally and nationally
threatened species. Singapore is gaining a world-wide reputation for its environmental
efforts to create a global city with sustainable development as its prime agenda. Apart
from being ahead on brown issues (such as going for clean air, water and energy),
green issues, such as preserving greenery and conserving biodiversity, should be also
integrated significantly into our laudable agenda for resolving the global
environmental crisis. In the light of this, we should not act in a precipitate fashion in
dealing with any of our remaining wild greenery, even though it will save cost --unless there is an extremely urgent need to house the population.

Lentor (Tagore) Forest (elevated view)
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We understand that there is a plan to clear-fell all parts of the forest at one go. This is
in our view rather precipitate and unecological, although efficiency and cutting cost
may be achieved. Given the horrendous global warming currently predicted by many
climate experts, we should tread with our head fully cognizant of the rapidly worldwide deteriorating environmental situation. Such a precipitate action-plan will
compromise our laudable effort at stopping the deforestation through forest fires in
our neighbouring countries by making it look rather hypocritical. We should be
setting a good example.

B) The Importance of the Vegetation
From the URA biodiversity report, it must be said that the forest, 30-hectares in size
and contiguous to the Teachers’ Estate, is rich in biodiversity. This is very well
reflected by the fact that, from NParks’ finding, at least 32 species are worth
salvaging, among which are 100 specimens of the Elephant Foot’s Fern (Angiopteris
evecta) , classified by NParks as vulnerable. What is very striking from a conservation
point of view is that there are 2 critically endangered species, 3 endangered and 6
vulnerable species (inclusive of the Fern mentioned above), as reported by NParks.
This is simply amazing for a relatively small secondary forest in Singapore.
However, although the forest is secondary, it is a mature forest of that type with a
mixed of foreign and local species. From the survey records by NParks, forest of this
nature should not be dismissed lightly in the name of development. Of course, it is not
comparable to the vegetation of the forested Nature Reserves, but it is fairly clear
from the wildlife records obtained that it is currently playing an important ecological
role in supporting forest fauna that are perhaps moving out of the Central Catchment
Nature Reserve to forage for food there or to settle into a new habitat due probably to
an expanding population in the Reserve.

Elephant Foot’s Fern

Buttresses of Mature Red Stem-Fig
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C) Forest Mammals
URA’s summary of the wildlife records has noted the presence in the forest of the
following nationally and globally threatened mammal species:
1) Sunda Pangolin (Manis javanica): critically endangered both in Singapore
Red Data Book (SRDB) & the IUCN Red List.
2) Banded Leaf Monkey/Banded Surili (Presbytis femoralis femoralis):
critically endangered in SRDB & endangered in IUCN Red List. (Ang &
Boonratana, in prep.)
3) Sunda/Greater Slow Loris (Nycticebus coucang): not listed in SRDB 2008;
assumed extinct then, but now regarded as rare by mammal experts (Nick Baker
& Kelvin Lim); listed as vulnerable in IUCN Red List.
All three (3) are also encountered by some residents of the Teachers’ Estate.
1) Sunda Pangolin: Some residents at Teachers’ Estate have encountered the species
on a number of occasions. The species probably have nesting dens in the Lentor
(Tagore) forest. There are many recorded incidents of road-kills along roads/
expressways around the Nature Reserves like the Bukit Timah Expressway (BKE) and
Mandai Road. Being critically endangered world-wide, this species should be given
the utmost conservation support in terms of habitat conservation wherever it is
recorded.
2) Sunda Slow Loris: The presence of this typical forest species is very surprising
given that the forest is not as dense as at the Nature Reserve. For such a slow-moving
mammal species, being at that distance (about 1 km) from the Nature Reserve, it
appears that it has colonised the forest there. A resident has also encountered this
species at Teachers’ Estate in the evening hours and has a photo taken of it.

Young Banded Leaf Monkey
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3) Banded Leaf Monkey: This typical forest species that inhabits the forest canopy
has been observed using the Raintree canopy along the median- divide at Upper
Thomson to cross over from the Central Catchment Nature Reserve ( CCNR via the
State Land known as ‘Thomson Forest’). There is a record of a road-kill many years
ago at Upper Thomson. Nick Baker has a record of 4 specimens over on the Tagore
side and these are young adults.
The very presence of these forest mammal species outside the boundary of the Nature
Reserve shows the need to provide extra home and feeding ground for them,
especially so if they are both nationally and globally threatened --- so that their
survival can be bolstered and thus contributing to our effort to play a significant role
as a signatory of the UN Biodiversity Convention.

D) The Birdlife
Refer to NSS Bird list attached, which includes the important species that are
mentioned in the URA’s Summary. Together with the results of URA’s very fruitful
survey, we are enabled to give a comprehensive feedback as to the biodiversity
importance of the Lentor (Tagore) Forest without incurring extra cost and resources
for this report.
The Lentor (Tagore) Forest is indeed very rich in forest birdlife. NSS has recorded 71
bird species out of which there are 31 forest species, resident as well as migratory.
This comes to 41 % of the total species recorded there. Out of this, 14 are uncommon
resident species, and 1 rare (the Blue-eared Kingfisher Alcedo meninting). Out of
these uncommon residents, 10 are listed as nationally threatened (in the Singapore
Red Data Book, 2008), while 5 are globally threatened (listed in the IUCN Red
List).
Of the globally threatened, one the Straw-headed Bulbul (Pycnonotus zeylanicus) is
listed as vulnerable and is in the CITES list Division 2. At least 2 pairs from our
monitoring are present in the Lentor (Tagore) Forest. The distribution of this species
ranges from southernmost Myanmar and Thailand through Peninsular Malaysia and
Singapore onto Sumatra and Java (Indonesia ) and Borneo (Malaysia, Indonesia and
Brunei). Currently it has lost a great deal of its habitat in its distribution range and is
regarded as in imminent extinction in Sumatra and may have already being extinct in
Thailand, Myanmar, Java and the rest of Indonesia, according to ornithological
experts (Collar et al, 2001). Singapore is its last stronghold and is doing well here.
In this regard, we should be proud of this and give our utmost effort to ensure that its
long-term future in Singapore is amply secure.
Other notable forest residents are the Blue-rumped Parrot (Psittinus cyanurus) and
the Blue-eared Kingfisher. The latter is a rare forest species and critically
endangered in Singapore, haunting clear-water forest streams. The Blue-rumped
Parrot is near-threatened in the IUCN Red List, but critically endangered in the
SRDB. Most probably it uses the Lentor (Tagore) Forest as a foraging ground, but the
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Blue-eared Kingfisher must have colonized the forest stream in which it was sighted
by the URA’s consultant.

Blue-eared Kingfisher

E) NSS Proposal for Phased Development
In the light of the many nationally and globally threatened wildlife recorded, we
propose that there should be phased development of the Lentor (Tagore) Forest, given
that condominium as well as landed property development is not at this stage urgent,
as there is a situation of glut for such housing prevailing in Singapore, which will not
ease off soon given the downturn in both the global and local economy.
Each phase of the development should aspire to leaving a portion of the forest intact
within the area covered by that phase, for the benefit of both wildlife and community
use. Over the long-term, each portion of set-aside intact forest should logically link up
with each other (and not be isolated patches), such that wildlife corridors are
maintained linking westwards to CCNR and eastwards to Lower Seletar
The phased development can come in four phases --- please refer to the Satellite
Map attached.
Phase 1 Development: The parcel with yellow border contiguous to the main body
of the new Lentor MRT Station. If this parcel is considered too small, then it can be
combined with the next parcel in Phase 2 Development.
Phase 2 Development: The parcel with yellow border to the east and contiguous to
the Phase 1 parcel.
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Phase 3 Development: The parcel with yellow border to the east of Munshi Abdullah
Walk.

After these 3 phases of development, what will be left intact are connected belts of
forest, marked out with the green borders in the satellite map attached --- labelled as
‘Phase 1 , Phase 2 and Phase 3 Community Forest’. Together, they can be a nature
park with an easy or quick access for the community around with pathways
sensitively designed to run through it for nature appreciation and other eco-friendly
recreations. Apart from serving residents in the Tagore-Lentor area, it can also serve
as a green lung for the residents in the Ang Mo Kio area south of Yio Chu Kang Road,
where the density of the population is heavy amidst the extremely sparse greenery.
After the first development phase or second or third, the rest of the forest may remain
intact (perhaps far beyond 2030), and this should be celebrated as the maturation of
Singapore’s green consciousness.
Stage 4 and Beyond: However, these remaining tract of community forest can still be
open to development if there is an urgent need for it. Our proposal here again is that
there should be also phased development --- moving first from Phase 1 Community
Forest, through Phase 2 to Phase 3.
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Lentor Stream with Elephant Foot’s Fern

F) Rationale for the Phased Development
Such a phased development would take good care of the needs of the current and
future generations in the following ways, among others:
1) We leave a valuable stretch of forest as a land-bank with its ecological and
biodiversity values for future generations to decide as to whether they want to
preserve it or to exploit it for other uses. Tastes and needs can vary and differ from
generation to generation. What is of no value today may be in great demand for a
future generation. People, whether in the immediate or far future, may appreciate
natural greenery and its wildlife more as these become rare or scarce ---- apart from
what is already there in our limited protected nature areas.
2) Apart from the wildlife, forests obviously render invaluable ecosystem services
such as carbon sequestration, natural air-conditioning, flood –control, etc. The more
buildings spring up, the more the ‘urban-heat island effect ‘ will rise. The records of
the Meteorological Service Singapore (MSS), as reported in TODAY (Cheng, 2016),
have shown that “over the past six decades, temperatures here have risen at a rate
more than double that of the global average, with rapid urbanisation cited as a likely
major contributing cause …. This cannot be ascribed solely to warming brought about
by the emission of greenhouse gases ….” The cost is obviously tremendous -- in
terms of adverse impact on health, daily outdoor comfort, artificial air-conditioning.
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G) Other recommendations
If the proposed phased development is accepted, that is as long as part of the forest
remains standing, we would recommend that the following actions be implemented to
enhance the viability of the Lentor (Tagore) Forest for the forest wildlife:
1) Creating Eco-Link: To create a small eco-link across Upper Thomson Road to the
green corridor between the Tagore Industrial Estate and the condominium
Meadows@ Peirce to facilitate the crossing by forest wildlife like the Slow Loris,
Banded Leaf Monkeys, etc. Here, rope-like cables or other suitably designed
connections can be strung across the Raintrees existing at the median divide of the
road to form this linkage with very little cost.
2) Reforestation along the River: There should be reforestation along the thinner
stretch of this green corridor along the existing river at the end of Munshi Abdullah
Walk --- to broaden the corridor there to facilitate wildlife movement from the forest
at the western side of Munshi Abdullah Walk to the forest on the eastern side of it.
Currently, the green corridor is rather thin at this stretch with just a narrow belt on the
Industrial Estate side and Elephant Grasses on the Munshi Abdullah Walk side.
Planting can be done on the southern side of the river.
3) Non-Canalisation of the River at the Upper Reaches & Pond Creation: The
existing river running from Upper Thomson to the Lower Seletar Reservoir should
not be canalised along its upper reaches. Residents have informed us that there is
no flooding there so far as anyone can remember who have been staying there for a
long time. The coming built development will cause more water run-off and
probability of flooding at the lower elevation along this river. Here, we urge that the
river should be only canalised at the lower course, that is from where the forest
stream joins the river to the east of Munshi Abdullah Walk to Lower Seletar Reservoir
(see the attached satellite map). The projected increase in run-off after development
can be contained by creating a large pond at this point to prevent flooding to the lower
ground downriver. The pond should not be the usual concretised storm-water pond but
should be marshy at the edges to purify the run-off and to promote aquatic and
marshland wildlife (fish, amphibians, rails and waterbirds) --- as well as to beautify
the scenery around.
4) Park Connector: A park-connector can be built alongside this river running by the
river-bank and in part if necessary creating boardwalk to connect residents and
industrial estate workers to the new Lentor MRT Station --- as well as to Lower
Seletar Reservoir for recreationists.
5) The Lentor Stream: The upper reaches of the Lentor Stream, which originates at
the edge of Yio Chu Kang Road, appears to be relatively free of urban runoff
pollutants: it supports aquatic life which are remnants of original forest species, such
as the Malayan Giant Frog (Limnonectes blythii) and the Copper-cheeked Frog
(Hydrophylax raniceps), both common but restricted to a few areas, etc. This stream
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has a scenic character and is suitable as a community-access forest to be preserved
during proposed phase one development .

Copper-cheeked Frog

Elephant Foot’s Ferns by the stream bank
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